Introduction
Entropy is a measurement of the degree of uncertainty. Over the years, the concept of entropy has been applied in several problem areas within the social sciences, especially in statistics, economics and engineering [1] . The use of entropy in statistics is related with the information theory. Shannon [2] has introduced entropy as a measure of uncertainty of random variable in the following form = 0 if and only if = 1 , = 1,2, , … , and reaches its maximum value = when 1 = 2 = ⋯ = = 1/ . The measure of uncertainty is adopted as a measure of information. Therefore, the measures of fuzziness are known as fuzzy information measures. The measure of a quantity of fuzzy information obtained from a fuzzy set or fuzzy system is known as fuzzy entropy. Here, it should be noted that the meaning of fuzzy entropy is quite different from the classical Shannon entropy because no probabilistic concept is needed in order to define it. This is due to the fact that fuzzy entropy contains vagueness and ambiguity uncertainties, while Shannon entropy contains the randomness uncertainty [3] .
The fuzzy entropy is defined using the concept of membership function. Zadeh [4] suggested that fuzzy entropy guantifies measurement of the uncertainty associated with each fuzzy value as a weighted Shannon entropy. Then, fuzzy entropy has been studied by many researchers.
De Luca and Termini [5] first initialized the entropy of a fuzzy set by using Shannon probabilistic entropy measure of fuzzy entropy for a fuzzy set containing finite number elements. Kauffman [6] proposed that D DAVID PUBLISHING
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the entropy of a fuzzy set can be measured through the distance between the fuzzy set and its nearest set. After that, Knopfmacher [7] extended the definition of fuzzy entropy made by De Luca and Termini and Kauffman, respectively. Yager [8] defined another kind of fuzzy enropy measure by using distance of the fuzzy set and its complement. Kosko [9] introduced the fuzzy entropy based on the fuzzy set theory and distances between them. Also, there is a lot of research studies concerning the definition of fuzzy entropy and its applications such as Bhandari and Pal [10] , Pal and Pal [11] .
Measure of fuzziness indicates the degree of fuzziness of a fuzzy set. The entropy of a fuzzy set is a measure of the fuzziness of a fuzzy set. The fuzzy entropy is defined by using the concept of membership function. The fuzzy entropy proposed by De Luca and Termini is shown the following formula, After the development of given in [5] , a large number of measures of fuzzy entropy were discussed, characterized and generalized by various authors. Parkash, Sharma and Mahajan [12] introduced new measures of weigted fuzzy entropy including two moment conditions and obtained relationships among these measures with respect to their applications for the study of maximum weighted fuzzy entropy principle. Guo and Xin [13] have extended Zadeh's idea [4] to improve some new generalized entropy formulas for fuzzy sets.
For practical problems without sufficient information, the determination of uncertainty distributions of fuzzy values is an important problem in the fuzzy set theory and needs to be estimated with accessible information about fuzzy values. For a fuzzy set, it can't be obtained the membership function clearly. At this point, Maximum Entropy Method (MaxEnt) proposed by Jaynes can successfully solve this problem by maximizing the Shannon entropy measure subject to moment constraints. Following the Maximum Entropy Method, in fuzzy set theory, it is introduced the fuzzy entropy measure which maximizes the value of fuzzy entropy subject to moment constraints [12] .
The aim of this paper consists of realizing an application of Maximum Fuzzy Entropy Method (Max(F)EntM) and Generalized Maximum Fuzzy Entropy Methods (GMax(F)EntM) for Max(F)Ent measure subject to + 1 moment constraints. It should be noted that Max(F)EntM and GMax(F)EntM are developed in our another study. Following the Generalized Maximum Entropy Methods [14] [15] [16] [17] , in fuzzy theory, we introduce Generalized Maximum Fuzzy Entropy Methods and their solutions in the form of distributions (MinMax(F)Ent) m which is closest to a given membership function and (MaxMax(F)Ent) m which is furthest from a given membership function in the sense of Max(F)Ent measure.
This paper organized as follows. In Section 2, it is introduced the Max(F)Ent functional for fuzzy values, the process of determining (MinMax(F)Ent) m and (MaxMax(F)Ent) m distributions is given. In Section 3, an application on wind speed data is fulfilled by using GMax(F)EntM in detail. Finally, the main results obtained in this study are summarized.
Max(F)Ent Functional
The Maximum Fuzzy Entropy Method (Max(F)EntM) is a new approach to obtain a membership function via moment constraints in fuzzy set theory. According to this method, we introduced a special functional on the given compact set of moment vector functions. By virtue of the moment vector functions, which give the least and the greatest values to the mentioned functional, a process of obtaining (MinMax(F)Ent) m and (MaxMax(F)Ent) m distributions generated by GMax(F)EntM is theoretically defined. The (MinMax(F)Ent) m distribution is the closest to the distribution of the given membership function and the (MaxMax(F)Ent) m distribution is the furthest from the distribution of given membership function in the sense of Max(F)Ent measure. The problem of maximizing fuzzy entropy measure defined by De Luca and Termini by using Shannon probabilistic entropy measure, we shall use in the following form This problem has a solution
where , = 0,1, … , are Lagrange multipliers.
We note that mentioned problem for entropy optimization measure is suggested and solved in [14] [15] [16] [17] . In application, one of the obtaining methods of membership values is used in the form =
If Eq. (3) is substituted in Eq.(1), the maximum value of Max(F)Ent measure (1) is obtained:
. (4) If distribution ( ) = � ( 0 ), ( 1 ), … , ( )� is calculated from the data, the moment vector value = ( 0 , 1 , … , )can be obtained for each moment vector function ( ) = � 0 ( ), 1 ( ), … , ( )� . Therefore, is considered as a functional of ( ) and called Max(F)Ent functional. Thus, we use the notation ( ) to denote the maximum value of ( ) corresponding to ( ) = � 0 ( ), 1 ( ), … , ( )�.
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and ( 
( )� where 
( )� vector function gives the minimum value to ( ) , then distribution of
In a similar way, if � 0 , (2) ( )� vector function gives the maximum value to ( ), then distribution of (2) = � (2) ( 0 ), (2) ( 1 ), … , (2) ( ) � is called 
Application of MinMax(F)Ent and MaxMax(F)Ent Methods on Wind Speed Data
The wind energy is one of the most significant and rapidly developing renewable energy sources in the world and it provides a clean energy resource. For this reason, the probability distribution of wind speed is one of the most important wind characteristics for assessment of wind energy potential and for the performance of wind energy conversion systems [19] . In this section, it is shown that (MinMax(F)Ent) m and (MaxMax(F)Ent) m distributions obtained by Generalized Maximum Fuzzy Entropy Methods (GMax(F)EntM) is suitable for the assessment of the wind energy potential.
In this study, fuzzy values of wind speed data given in Table 3 are the most suitable values for the considered data.
From Table 2 , it is shown that � 0 , (1) � = (1, (1 + )), (1) ∈ 0,1 gives to least value to ( ) , consequently corresponding distribution is (MinMax(F)Ent) 1 and � 0 , (2) � = �1, √ � , (2) ∈ 0,1 gives to greatest value to ( ) , consequently corresponding distribution is (MaxMax(F)Ent) 1 . In a similar way, For
From Table 3 , it is shown that � 0 ,
∈ 0,2 gives to least value to ( ) , consequently corresponding distribution is (MinMax(F)Ent) 2 and � 0 , (2) 
gives to greatest value to ( ) U g , consequently corresponding distribution is (MaxMax(F)Ent) 2 . Now, in order to obtain the performance of the Table 6 .
In Figure 1 , the histogram of the wind speed data and the obtained values of (MinMax(F)Ent) m and (MaxMax(F)Ent) m , = 1,2 distributions with two and three moment constraints are demonstrated. It is seen that each of (MaxMax(F)Ent) m , = 1,2 distributions is more suitable than each of (MinMax(F)Ent) m , = 1, 2 distributions in terms of modelling data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have suggested the applicability of Generalized Maximum Fuzzy Entropy Methods (GMax(F)EntM) on wind speed data subject to some moment constraints. It should be noted that for the first time distributions of (MinMax(F)Ent) m , (MaxMax(F)Ent) m generated by GMax(F)EntM are applied to the wind energy field. Table 6 Membership function values for measured data in December, Distributions of ( ( ) ) and ( ( ) ) , = , 
